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SCOPC I I I OOTShTS:

An electron multiplier has been developed 

which has increased the sensitivity of an existing 

mase spectrometer toy a factor of 10^. This increased 

sensitivity has permitted determination of fission 

yields of substances that have undergone little 

fission. Two such samples, for which the rare gas 

isotopes have been analysed, are Bohemian pitchblende 

and the products resulting from the neutron fission 
of Th232,

The Bohemian ore exhibited more neutron fission 

than any uranin deposit previously analysed. An 

explanation of this effect may be obtained by considera

tion of the geological and chemical nature of the 

deposit. The neutron fission of thorum, which shows 

fine structure in both the xenon and krypton regions, 
is similar to the patterns of u23? U2S° and pu2J9,
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>... .

In recent years neutron induced fission ami spontaneous 

fission of heavy nuclei have been undo? extensive study. Tse 

investigation of neutron fiaalos has been primarily directed 
towards tJ2i» while pitchblende ores have yieMed spontaneous 

fission results, tarlier '-ork indicated a smooth asymaetria&l 

mass-yield curve; however, la tor results have monm deviations 

or fine structure along the curve. Mass sprotrometrio analyses 

of krypton and xenon fission yields have indicated fine struc

ture in both regions. The sensitivity of a sms spectrometer 

built hero previously has been increased considerably by the 

use of an electroa muitinlier, at that fission yields of earn* 

pies that have undergone little fission can be determined with 

it* Accordingly, determination of the fission yields of tohe* 
miaa pitchblende and neutron fission of *£h2-2 were undertakm*

Th© spontaneous fission of uratiitm was first reported 

in 19<o (1), and since then a nwabor of attempts have been made 

to determine the fission dad-life. Seyrft (2) hae reported the 

spontaneous fission half-life of th® isotopes of ureaim • , and 
the values given for U22® and U 2 22 are respectively 8.04 ±0.3 x 

lO12 end 1.8±0*6 b years. Kccnamara and Shod© (j) re

ported the xenon and krypton fission patterns for uranium

1
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minerals and concluded that spontaneous fission was involved, 

hhile their results indicated an asymmetric mass-yield curve 
si rdlar to thema!. neutron fiss^n of U23'’, the curves were 

steeper and the xenon to krypton ratio was larger. Both 

these facts suggest that spontaneous fission was involved. 

Vine structure in th® mass yield curve was evident from the 
high yield of Xe13*2. Analysis of U2s5+ n has shown a MJ 

Xe13 and Xe"14 yield so the shift to lower masses suggests 

spontaneous fission of U23®, since toe .ilendenin mechanism (4) 

accounts qualitatively for such a shift.

Fleming and Thode (5)» and others (6) have reported

the xenon and krypton yields for a group of uranim ores inclu

ding a sample of uraninite. They found the fission yields, as 
well as the fine structure of Xe1 32 and Xe134 variled martaeUy 

between pitchblendes, indicating varying proportions of spon

taneous and neutron fission. The amount of each type of fiss

ion was found to be dependent on the uranimi concentration, 

geological age, and the lm^urities in the mineral.

The discovery of neutron fission was made by Hahn and 

Strasmann (7) in 1939. Since then the general asyrrnmeric fis

sion yield curves for U233, u235, y23® and Pu239 have been 

fairly well established, however, the fundamental nuclear data 
21?pertaining to the neutron fission of kh - ' are rather meager. 

Thermal neutrons apparenniy cause no observable fission and the 

cross-section only reaches detectable values (8) for neutron 

energies of 1.10±0.0J . ' ev. Turkevieh and Niday (9) have re
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ported the relative yields of twenty-three fission yield chia ins 
212for Th * fission using radio-chemical methods. Although, these

results are small in number and have rather large errors, they 

are sufficient to characterize the mass yield curve which is 

shown in figure 1,

Mass spectrometric and counting experiments have

indicated fine structure on the smooth fission yield curves of 

plutonium and the uranium isotopes. An attempt to explain 

these abnormal yields has been made by Glendenin (10) and ela

borated on by Pappas (ll). 'This model fsewres that primary 

fission products containing 1, 3, 5 end 7 neutrons in excess of

a. closed shell will undergo neutron emission in addition to p " 

decay. Any method of predicting the fine structure involves the 

nuclear charge distributionin fission.

The nuclear charge distribution is given by the folio - 
i.ng equation, in uhicn M.2* captures a. neu’tron and undergoes 

fission.

The A and corresponding Z represent the mass and atomic number 

respectively of the primary fission products! P is the average

number of neutrons emitted per fission, Q the kinetic energy of 

the fragments (ca 200 1 ev) and 1 the prompt gemma ray energy. 

By coacervation laws it is assumed A^-v- A«+ 0 « 233 and ^i+&2 ” 

90. The neutron to proton ratio is higher for the heavy nuclei 

in which fission is observed than for stable nuclei of the 

medium masses which are produced by the fission process. The



RADIOCHEMICAL FISSION YIELD CURVE. (9)
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fission fragments will therefore have too large a neutron ex

cess and he unstable towards (3* decay. Beta decay increases 

the atomic number by one and leaves the mass number constant, 

hence the neutron excess is reduced. in general the average 

primary fission product undergoes approximaaely three P" de

cays and releases about 11 . w ev. before nuclear stability is 

achieved.

It is important to know which member of a particular 

fission chain has the greatest probability of being a primary 

fission product. This involves finding the most probable pri

mary charge A_ for a given mass number A and also how the pro

bability is distrbbuted around z_. Clendenin (10) has found 
empirically from °^33, U^35, and pu23? resume that the most 

probable mode of charge division is that which, leads to equal 

charge displacements. This i mpHes that the effective chain 

lengths for the two primary fission products are equal. The 

value of 2. is found by the relationP

where Zp is the rm st probable charge for the given mass chain 

A*1 since a neutron is assumed to be emitted by each fragment 

after fission. Z is the most stable charge for a nucleus of 

mass A as determined by Bohr and wheeler (12) and revised re

cently by Coryyli (13). The probability for the formation of 

a nucleus of mass number A end charge Z as a primary fission 

product is shown in figure 2.





________

APPARATUS

itheory. Secondary emission of electrons resulting from 

the bombardment of metallic surf^oes with protons was first re

ported by Healda and Chaffee (14), in whose experiments 1600 ev. 

protons were made to impinge on a nickel target* Allen (1*0 

continued this work using 48 to 212 kev. proton® and a variety 

of target materials. Of the metals investigated, beryllium and 

copper were found, to yield the greatest secondary emission, The 

first electron multipLier developed (16) employed beryllium pla

ted dynodes and when installed in a mass spectrometer, some low 

mass ions were detected. Cohen (l7) used this type of muiliplier 

to search for new isotopes of cerium. Here recently Inghram and 

Hayden (18) hove done a considerable amount of research on the 

application of electron muilipliers to mess spectrometry.

The principle of the electron muiliplier is similar to 

that of the photomultiplier; the only distinction bein, that ions 

rather than photons are detected. Ions impin . -ing on the first or 

conversion dynode eject secondary electrons which are accelerated 

and focused on to the next dynode. This process centimes down 

the dynode chain with an increasingly large number of electrons 

participating until they reach the final dynode or grid where 

they are collected. Thus the electron muil^Her converts an ion

5
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current to a considerably larger but nevertheless proportional 

electron current.

■escriition. The structure of the multiplier which 

has been used is a half scale modification of Allen's (19) lin

ear electrostatically focussed design and is shown in figure 3. 

Since it was desirable to mount the multiplier in a convennion- 

al mass spectrometer tube, the conversion dynode had to be re

shaped and re-orientated so that the ion beam could be paraUel 

to the axis of the dynode assembly. The dynodes, which are fab

ricated. from .0071* CuBe (2;5 he) sheet, are mounted between two 

laeite plates which serve as insulating locators. The first 

three dynodes are electrically shielded to reduce noise and the 

whole structure is held rigidly by three mounting rode. The 

manner of assembly ensures an accurate line up between the de

fining slit and conversion dynode. The voltage divider network, 

which consists of a series of one megohm resistors, is located 

outside the tube because of space limitation.

To obtain the maximum gain from a multtplier, it is nec

essary to activate the dynodes. Activation can be achieved by 

heating the plates under reduced pressure in air or in an atmos

phere of hydrogen or argon. The following procedure, using hy

drogen, was found to be comparable to other processes (20). The 

dynodes were cleaned abrasively and then placed in a hydrogen 

furnace. The furnace temperature was i - radually increased to 

6^0° C, held there for fifteen minutes and then allowed to cool. 

Once the mlltplier has been activated, exposure to atmospheric 

pressure does not appear to reduce the gain appreciably.



FIGURE 3
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In mass spectrometry the resultant signal due to an im

pinging ion beam must be large compared to the fluctuations in 

the recorder base line at no input signal. The fundamental 

limitation of the multiplier itself is the dark current which 

can be minimized by careful design of the muutiplier (21).

The collector system in both the multiplier structure 

and the external circuit muut be designed so es to minimize 

ohmic leakage. If present this leakage may cause not only a 

varying d.c. component but also spurious pulses due to ra-pid 

fluctuations. The present design is susceptible to leakage be

cause of its reduced dimensions. The effectiveness of the high 

resitivity of lavite is reduced because of the proximity of the 

dynodes. The design of Inghram (20) in which the dynodes are 

supported by lavite rods rather than plates appears to affoad 

much greater protection against leakage.

The existence of a direct path between input and output 

within the tube permits the possibility of maintaining e con

tinuous current flow within the multtplter with no external ex

citation due to ion feedback. If the pressure in the collector 

region is large the residual gas may be ionised by the electrons 

as they follow their normal paths through the rnultiptier. The 

positive ions so formed will tend to travel backwards towards 

the input due to the voltage gradient. If they strike an active 

surface secondary electrons will be produced, thus a positive 

feedback link will be established. If this occurs the currents 

become excessive and the multi^ler goes into continuous dis
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charge, itds undesirable condition is best overcome by having 

a very low pressure in the multiplier region and can be attain

ed by pumping directly from the collector end af the tube.

field emission will occur at the surface of e conductor 

if the potential gradient is sufficiently large. Therefore the 

mdlip^iier must be designed so as to minimize potential gra

dients and to eliminate any sharp edges or projections from com

ponents at high potential. Thermlonio emission is a fundamental 

limitation determined by the absolute temperature and the work 

function of the dynode mateeial.

Oipration. Any study of the properties of an electron 

multiplier is very complex sines numerous phenomena are involved. 

The principal processes to be considered are (18):

(a) the energy of the incident particle,

(b) the mass of the incident particle,

(c) the electronic configuration of the incident particle,

(d) the charge of the incident particle,

(e) the ohmic al and physical coidmlitiln of the surface,

(f) the angle at which the incident particle strikes the 

surface.

The properties of the electron multipll-ir which are of 

most importance in mess spectrometry are mass response and the 

drrrtdrtcr of gain on dynode and ion voltages. The gain was de

termined for the isotopes of normal xenon and for elements of 

widely differing mass. All possible voltage pt roasters were 

varied in order to find the effect of each on the overall gain.
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The voltages on the multiplier are arron.g ed so that 

the collecting grid is near ground potential. This eliminates 

the need for the amtfier to be operated at high polential. 

?or positive ions there is an additional advantage of this 

arrangement in that the voltage across the multtplier is added 

to the energy of the ion beam, thus increasing the multtplica- 

tion of the first stage, figure 4 shows the dependence of ivnin 

on ion energy for a constant voltage per stage on the md^'ti- 

plier, for several values of voltage. The graph also shows how 

the multtplier responds to different masses and electronic con

figurations. There appears to he a threshold energy depending 

on mass below which no secondary electrons can be initiated. 

The slope of curves having constant dynode voltage is indepen

dent of mass and it is possible to wrrte:

for the gain G where Vg is the total energy of the ions, a is 

a function of the voltage per stage end h depends on the A and 

Z of the incident ions. The curves for constant V e indicate 

that mass discrimination decreases with increasing mass.

Since the multiplier voltage, 10 VB, is added to the source 

voltage Va_ then

The nature of the multiplication process can he mathe

matically represented by

l
where Gj is a function of ion energy and mass, and u2 is a
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function of Vg only. Figure J which is essentially a transfer 

daractoristic of figure 4 shows the dependence of gain on V s 
for a constant ion energy. Since the mass and energy of the 

ions are fixed G. is a constant bo hhat hhe curve io actually 
(G2)9 against Vg. The rapid increase of gain with Vs due to 

the expcmnunial nature of the Gg tern illustrates the need for 

high stability of the multiplier voltage. The value ^G/ dV„ o 
equals IO4 for Vs 8 3OO volts indicates a stability of one 

part in JO, 000 for satisfactory operation. The gencra.1 shape 

of the curve shows that large gains are limited by the stabili

ty of V .
6
If the curves in figure J which ? -re represented by

O
G " G^Gg) 7 are divided by Gj and the ninth root taken it is 

then possible to find the relation between Gg and. Vs» A plot 

of this function is shown in figure 6 and represents the depen

dence of secondary emission on the energy of the impinging elec

tron. The curve is very nearly linear in the region 190 to 33O 

volts and by the method of least squares can be represented by

This function is of course independent of the incident particle.

The mass spectra obtained for samples of the order of 

a cubic millimeter were similar to those of a simple collecting 

instrvmenn. However, for samples of 0.01 cmn. quite different 

spectra were obtained as shown in figure 7. The gain of the
J

multlplier in the xenon region was about 10'' and with the amp

lifying ar«yftfii^Hmant used a. 10 mv. signal was equivalent to
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20,000 ion/eec. A peak of 10 mv. was found to have a nO.se 

or jitter on the top of 1 mv. or 2,000 ions/sec. The per cent 

noise appears to be a function of the ion current ae shown in 

figure 7. The jitter is larger by a factor of five than would 

be expected if a Guassian distribution was assumed for the ion 

current. The base line between peaks is very flat indicating 

little noise in the detecting system so that the jitter can 

only be associated with the ion current and its magnitude.

The posssbility of statistical variation is quite large if only 

one out of n ions striking the conversion dynode produces sec

ondary electrons. In such a case the statistical fluctuations 

would be increased by a factor of fT,

If thia is & statistical process there is a simple meth

od for measuring the relative gain for different masses. For a 

statistical relation the percent jitter j must be proportional 

to l/pT, where n is the number of ions per second. Therefore 

if two masses produce the seme signal then

Gl^l " G2n2

and

then so that

64 114This relationship was tried for Zn and Cd using several 

different ion currents and was found to agree with the results 

shown in figure 4. The agreement implies that the jitter is 

statistical in nature and therefore cannot be easily reduced.

The large gain of the multiplier permits the use of small grid



FIGURE 7
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leaks which speed up the circuit response considerably, To 

detect the first peak in figure 7 & single collecting instru

ment would require a factor of 10t increase in grid leak 

hence the large time constant would hide the effect entirely, 

While the rapid fluctuations limit the size of measurable 

peaks it is possiWe to dete^ currents of 10-t amperes or 

about 60 ions per second.

The problem of accuracy in the measurement of peaks 

corresponding to small ion currents was investigated by study

ing the abundances of fission product xenon* By considering 

the first peak in figure 7 it is seen that two values for the 

peak height are possible; the maximum or an estimated mean can 

be taken. Both methods yield comparable results as shorn in 

Table I.

tahujjl
KBtlr.Hte of xrus le.icHsVg-t Usinc ••jfi.qnl on.Yjeldd.. te)

131 132 134 ' 36

Max. Height 3.28 4.88 ±.02 8.90 ±.01 6.99 ±.03

Ave. height 3.28 4.89 ±.02 8.93 ±.02 7.02 ±.02

Single Col. 3*28 4.91 - .02 8.98 ±.02 7.08 ±.02

'Tie mean height measurements yield results which agree a little 

more closely with the single collection values than do the maxi ■ 

mem results. Because of this agreement and also the assimption 

of a statistical process the mean height has been used for all 
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results recorded in this thesis,

Kass Spectrometry. The nearly monoergie beam of ions 

leaving the source passes through the sector magnet, is bent 

and dispersed in a spectrum according to the mass to charge 

ratio of the coustituent ions as shown by th® equation:

To measure the intensity of a particular type of ion, the ratio 

of the magnetic field strength to ion energy is adjusted until 

they pass through the slit in front of the electron multiplier. 

The slit width is such that nearly all the ions in question Wil 

pass through to the exclusion of those having different charge 

to mass ratios. The current from the muiltplier is fed to an 

Allied Physics Corporation vibrating reed electrometer where it 

is amplified; the output goes to a Leeds and 2 ■ orthrup Speedornax 

recorder so that a permanent record is obtained.

The performance of the electron multiplier was studied 

using a 10* single focusing sector type rm.s-s spectrometer. An 

electron bombardment source was used and the scanning was en-
*8tirely mag^ettc. A pressure of 5 x 10 aim. of mercury was 

found necessary for satisfactory operation of the electron 

muliiptier. To obtain this pressure the pumping eystem consis

ted of a three-stage glass mercury diffusion pump backed by a 

el oh Luu-Seal fore pump. A liauid-air trap was instalted be

tween the diffusion pump and mass spectrometer to trap cut 

mercury and other vapours, a dry-ice trap was used between the 

diffusion and fore pump to minimise hydrocarbon resi^duais. 'The
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pumping speed of the system was approximately 80 litres per 

second* A furnace was wrapped on the mass spectrometer tube 

so that the entire system could be baked at a temperature of 

400°C.

SAMU FREPARATJOlf

Bohemian Pitchblende* The method and apparatus for 

extracting rare gases from uranium has been described else

where (24) and only a slight modification is necessary for 

application to pitchblendes. The ore is ground and dissolved 

in sulfuric acid; the released gas is passed through a chemi

cal drying train including an asoarite trap to absorb CQg 

which is released from carbonates associated with the pitch

blende. A simple rn^^cim furnace is used after the drying 

train for the initial purification of the rare gas cample, 

final purification consssts of repeated calclm furnace treat - 

ments until the volume which is measured in a McLeod gauge 

remains constant.

Thoriim Metal. The thorum was dissolved in a satura

ted solution of cupric potassim chloride which is the same 

method used for uranium (24). The fission product rare gases 

which are liberated pass through a lUiification process simi

lar to that described for pitchblende samples.



RESULTS AMD PISCUSSIQK

Mass discrimination. In mass spectrometry where rela

tive abundances are to be detemdned it is necessary to know 

and correct for any mass discrimination. The response to 

various elements of differing mass is shown in figure 4i how

ever, the response to the isotopes of a particular element is 

of greater importance. Table II contains the relative abundan

ces of normal xenon as measured using a Faraday cup as a single 

collector and the electron multiplier. The values reported by 

Pier (23) have been corrected for mass discrimination by cali

bration with known isotopic mixtures. The last column of 

results are those obtained using a l80° simple collecting mass 

spectrometer.

Percent AbuManoea of Borma! Xenon

Isotope Single1 Cll. Multiplier bier 180°

128 1.87 ± .01 1.94 ±.01 1.92 ±.01 1.84 ±.02

129 26.22 ± .02 26.64 ±.02 26.44 ±.08 26.26 ±.08

130 4.O3 ± .01 4.10 ±.01 4.08 ±.01 4.03±.02

3 31 21.18 ± .05 21.19 ±.02 21.18 ±.07 21.29 ±.08

132 27.00 ± .06 26.79 ±.04 26.89 ± .07 27.14 ±.08

134 10.50 - .O3 10.40±.01 10.44 ±.02 1O.43± .02

136 8.98 ± .01 8.77 ± .01 8.87 ± .01 8.86 ±.01

15
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The results represent an integrated effect of discrim

ination in the leak, source and collector. The first column 

indicates a better response to higher masses for single col

lection. In most cases multipliers discriminate against high 

masses so that the net effect of multiplier and source tend to 

cancel as indicated by the results in column two. Comparison 

with Bier's results show that the net discrimination i© almost 

negligible, and this is particularly so over mH mass ranges. 

Table 111 gives the fission yields of xenon for two samples as 

measured with the multiplier and single collecting 180® 

instrument.

TABL III

Fission Yields of Xenon

131 132 134 136

Sample I. Percent Abundances

Multiplier 13.8 ± .02 20.4 ± .03 35.6 ±.02 3O.2 ± 02

180° I3.I ± .02 19.7 ± .02 36.2 ± ,03 30.9 ± .03

Samp e II. Fission Yields (jg)

Multiplier 3.28 4.89 ± .02 8.93 ± .02 7.02 ± .02

180» 3. 28 4.91 ± .02 8.98 ± .02 7.08 ± .02

The agreement between the two instruments Is fairly 

good considering that the method of collecting is entirely 

different. The day to day reprodu^ui^j^^lity is indicated by the 

email errors
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I'ohemian Pitchblende* The velume of gas extracted 

from the Bohemian sample was of the order of 0.01 cam. and 

the fission pattern could only he measured by employing an 

election multiplier, Extractions were made from two samples 

of ore and seven separate analyses were performed on each 

fraction. The results which are listed in Table IV have been 
calc^ated by arMtrarily assj-gni-ng a yield of 6.5% to Xe3‘0 0 

wMch is based on a 3.0% yield of I1?- in u2° fission.

w&jx
nseiinnields.oiao.henlan Pi t ohbl ende

131 I32 134 136

Fission

Yields (M)
1.94 ±.14 4.62 ±.25 6.O3 ±.09 6.50

The samples were found to contain about 80$ normal 

xenon so that a large correction was necessary. In normal 

xenon, Xe32° i.s quite abundant whHe in ftssUn the 129 mass 

chain has a low yield. The comiiiailoi of these facts made 

it im^oside to obta:i.n an aami^ate value for the Xe322 yield 

since the fission component accounted for less than 1 - of the 

observed peak. Generally Xe3°° is used ■to correct for normal 

xenon,, however, sJLnce Xel2° is six ^mes as abundant and as 

the fission contribution was small, it was advantageous to use 

the 129 peak for the correction factor.

The krypton fission yields for uranium ores are usual-
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ly e factor of five less than the corresponding xenon yields. 

The natural abundance of krypton is twenty times that of xenon 

bo that the presence of normal rare gases make the determina

tion of krypton yields very difficult. In the case of the 

Bohemian sample, the krypton fission yields amounted to 0.2J/J 

of the observed krypton peaks. Therefore it was irnpossble to 

obtain any results in this mass range.

If the only two processes involved in natural fission 
are U235+ n and spontaneous fission of y23®, then the fission 

yields found for any ^tchblende sliould b® between the y23? 

and u23° results.

It

Fine Struoture (>T)

Sample
z

Bohemian Belgian Congo Bnmt&neoua
V23° fission

Age X 10® yrs. 200 640

Fission Yields (%)

131 3*28 I.94 + .14 1.27 ± .04 .61 ±.01

132 4.92 4.62 ±.25 3.91 ±.06 3.74 ±.03

134 8.64 6.O3 +.09 6.03 t .03 5.41 ±.03

136 7.10 6.50 6.50 6.50

132 0 37 + 7 40 93

134 24.5 8.5± 1.7 9.6 .7

The results of Table V are plotted in figure 8, The

Belgian Congo yields reported by Fleming end Thode (5) showed



XgNgjYgjDs ggu NjUUrHaNu nEBUBOn 'NSUSEE
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about 2?^ neutron fission which was larger than any of ths 

other ores analysed by them. The amount of neutron fission is 

Characterized by the slope of the fission curve, the fine struc

ture and the X©129 yield. The slope is the most important 

since it represents an average of all the xenon yields while 

the fine structure concerns only two yields. The Bohemian san

pie appears to have undergone more neutron fission than the 

Belgian Congo ore as shown by the reduction in steepness of the 

fission yield curve in figure 8, and also by the fine struc

ture. The fine structure of and :.134 ie measured in 

tems of the percentage that a yield is above the smooth curve 

drawn through the I3I and 136 yields. Table V shows that the 
fine structure i® sMfting towards that found, for U23> + n 

fission. The yields of the Bohemian ore show about equal a

mounts of neutron and spontaneous fission.

The large amount of neutron fission observed for the 

Bohemian sample would not be expected of a very young ore be

cause of the lower u235/t23b ratio and hence smaller chance of 

u235 + n fiss^n. However the results of the Belgian jongo 

ore which is also young suggest that some other factor carries 

greater influence than the age of the deposit, The concentra

tion of the uraniim minerals and the associated impurrties must 

be of considerable importance. A sample of ore with low uran

ium content but in concentrated amounts would appear to favour 

neutron fission. Assay of the ore gives the uranim content 

rather than the concentration so that no quantitative estimate 
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can be made. The presence of rare e.- rtbe in the ore which 

pc essse large neutron capture cross-sections would tend to re

duce the amount of neutron fission.

In summarizing, the Bohemian pitchblende appears to 

have a I rtter neution-to-spontaneous fission ratio than any 

ore previously investigated. The n-e of the sample indicates 

that the uranium ore must have been in rather concentrated, 

amounts a nd that the r, re e; rtb impurities were smali. Tne 

errors involved are larger than desirable, however, the high 

neutron fission is quite evident.

cutran fission of Thorium. - J«7 eh* satipie of 

thorium t a canned in r lu t indm and irradiated for 6.6 months
3 2 in the las Alamos fast reactor at m flux of J'XlO ' neutrons

2per cm. per sec. with the most probable energy O? ’'.ev.

■ecau 8e of the high threshold and snell cross-section for 

thoriii fission, extremely long irradiation periods are re

quired to produce rneB.sureeble fission yields. The fie t 'ion 

yields of the rare gases in this sample were too low to he 

measured accurately on s simple collecting mass spectrometer, 

therefore u electron :---ultiplisr was used.

Table VI lists the yields of krypton and xenon, both 

arbitrarily nor:uHiz»d to the values reported by lurksvish and 

-id ay (9). The error® reported are the standard deviations ob

tained from fifteen complete spectrograms. A i>O;y correction 

was necessary for normal xenon and 20> for krypton. This con
t

tgmination from norms! rare gases could be reduced cousin eri bly 
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by improved technique.

TAM....Y1
j Lad. .ie .uMi».ion .Yeld.s for.xh111±1

Krypton 83 84 85 86

Yield (%) 1.90 3.40 i .36 4.22 ±.09 6.03± .05

Xenon 131 132 134 136

Yield (%) 2.63+ .24 4.25 ±.35 6.73 ±.18 6.50

Kr85 occurs as two isomers, one with a 1G.2? year hem

life and the other with a 4.4 hour half-life (25). The short 

lived isomer had completely decayed before the mass spectrom

eter studies of the fission gases were carried out, consequent
ly the observed yields of Kr „y are the yields of the 10.27 year 

isomer only. The value given in Table VI for the 85 mass chain 

was calculated from the yield of the 10.27 year isomer using 

the fact that 22.5a of the 85 chain decays through that isomer. 

This figure was obtained by Bergstrom (26) and later by Wanlese 

(25). The calculation for the yield of the 85 chain is ob

tained from the following relation

where T is the time in the pile, t the time from to

analysis and
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-L-1 .< ■—1 aalenlng

Krypton 32 ih •* + n U233+n U23\ n 23%U J +■ n Pu2394- n

Yield (>) (27) (25) (25) (27)

S3 1.90 1.20 0.65 0.41 0.080

84 3.4O ±.36 1.99 1.22 O.85 0.127

8$ 4.22 ±.09 2.63 1.55 O.65 0.200

86 6.O3 +.05 3*37 2.41 1*37 0.211

The krypton yields listed in Table VII are plotted in 

figure 9« If « str*ight line is arbitrarily drawn through the 

83 and 86 yields then the 84 and 8$ yields do not lie on the 

line. la every cvce the 84 yield appears hi;h W^hile the 85 
yield is low for U2^5, normal for U25 and high for Th232, U233 

and Fu2-5. The graph shows the dependence of fine structure on 

the fiasioniny nucleus end also that an increase in the 85 maos 

chain is accompanied by a decrease of the 84 nsss diain. This 

fact suggests sone connection between the two chains.

To explain fine structure it is necessary to connider 

bot h prompt and delayed neutrons and also tl 1 e favouring or cer

tain masses in the primary fission process. Fleming (27) has 

suggested that the fine structure in the krypton range can ba 

setisfr ctorily explained by assuming mat a O.43 second delayed 

neutron sotivity found in urnrium fission is associated with



FISSION YIELDS OF KRYPTON

FIGURE 9
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. 35" 
As ? • The reaction can be represented by the equation

85 and the cwmlative yield of As • can be calculated on the 

basis of the theory of equal charge displacement. A primary 

fission preference for the 89 mass chain is also assumed and 

good agreement with experiment is possible provided the 0.43 

second actdv^Lty i.s that of As >.

The calculations involved for the delayed neutron 

effect are shown in Table VIII. The value for the total 8$ 

mass chain yield was obtained by taking the yield from the 

smooth curve in figure 9 and increasing it by 20% because of 

the proposed primary fission preference of the 89 chain. The
85 most probable charge Zp and the cumulative yield of As ' are 

calculated according to the findings of Pappas (11). The 

branching ratio of 21.9% was obtained by finding the cumula
tive yi.eld for As^ in h?%+- n fission and determining the 

value necessary for a 0.21% delayed neutron activity.

Assuming the branching ratio of 21.9% remains independent of 

the fissioning nucleus, the loss from the 85 chain can be cal

culated .

The agreement is well within the experimental error

as shown in Table VIII. A preference for the 8h mass chain

t,The 0.43 second acMvhty amounts to 0.21 in + n
fission (28).
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TA&a VIII

BeUx^ feutyonMiss.i ori of*

Mass 84 Mass 85

Smooth curve yield (>S) 2.78

20;, preference for 85 chain

4.10

0.10 X 1.2 s 4.92

2_ for mass number 89 33*1
8 <5Cumulative yield of As z 3« 51

Loss from 8$ chain 3.91 X .219 s .77

Predicted yields (%) 2*78+.77 « 3*55 4.92 - .77 3 4.19

Observed yields {%) 3.401.36 4.20 ±,09

implies a high yield for the comol®aontary mass of 144 or 14? 

depending on the number of neutrons emitted. The results of 

Turkevioh indicate a high yield for 144 although the errors 

are too large to reach any quantitative conclusion.

The position of the low mass hump has been found to 

depend on the fissioning nucleus which is shown by the rela

tive yield of the curves in figure 9.

The assumption that the fission yield, curve is a 

straight line in the krypton region appears valid for heavier 

fissioning nuclei, however this would not necessarily seem 

■the case for - 33 and ST* stace the toypton range is approach

ing th© peak of the curve. The met probable heavy and light 
mass for H1232 is 140 and 91. The smooth ourve values of Kr°6 

and 1e~35 wh^h are both s.x mass unite from th© peak are 6.O3 
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and 6.04% respectively. This implies that the outside parts 

of the fission curve fall away sore rapidly than the valley 

sides in the range of yields greater than 1; ( •

The xenon yields which are Bhowrr. in figure 10 are simi
lar co the curves found for U23^ U23® and Pu2 39. Fine struc- 

cui® is appsrent at Ke132 and Xe1^ whhle Xe1u and xe13^ 

yields have been assumed to fall on the smooth radio chemcal 
curve. Although the fission yield curve for Th2is not too 

accurately known, the four yields do not lie on a smooth curve 

regardless of the normalisation. A good method for commpring 

fine structure is to consider the ratio of observed yield to 

the smooth curve yield since this is independent of the nor

malization. The values for these ratios are given in Table IX.

The Th2-2 fine structure is most s^ilar to U2^ as would be 

expected since their A/z values, which determines Zp, are 

almost the seme.

Nuclei Th232 u23? u238 Pi?39

Vz 2.^8 2.56 2.59 2.54

Ratio for I32 1.11 1.13 1.12 1.11

Ratio for I34 1*23 ijo 1.22 1.29

' ost probable

Heavy mass (9)
140 138 140 138

Most probable

Light mass(9)
91 97 98 99
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If all th® mass yields in the xenon region were knows 

it might he possible to obtain some Quantitative figures on 

the fission preference for certain mass chains. However, the 

fact that the yields for masses 133 and 135 are not known pre

vents the develojment of a scheme similar to that used for the 

krypton region.

The smooth mass yield curve in figure 10 is much steep

er than the corresponding ones for plutonitm and the isotopes 

of uranium. This implies that there is e shift of the high 

mass hump to larger masses which is in agreement with the re

sults listed in Table IX, The most probable heavy mass appears 

to depend on the h/Z value of the fissioning nucleus while the 

light mass depends on the mass of the fissioning nucleus
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